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Social Strategies
That Work
Businesses that
thrive on social
platforms don’t
just sell stuff—
they also help
people connect.
by Mikołaj Jan
Piskorski

M

ore than a billion people use social platforms such as Facebook, eHarmony, Renren,
and LinkedIn. What’s the attraction? They
satisfy two basic human needs: to meet new people
and to strengthen existing relationships. Fee-based
dating websites, which collectively grossed $1 billion in 2010 by connecting strangers, now account
for an estimated one in six new marriages. Facebook,
which fortifies friendships, boasts a staggering 750
million users and a valuation in excess of $100 billion.
Numbers like those attract traditional companies,
which have launched Facebook fan pages and Twitter accounts in hopes of finding new customers and
engaging existing ones. But few of those companies
succeed in generating profits on social platforms, despite collecting lots of “friends” and “followers.”
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People’s main
goal on social
platforms is
to connect
with other
people—
not with
companies.

To find out why some firms fail while others succeed in these venues, I studied more than 60 companies across industries ranging from manufacturing
to consumer packaged goods to financial services
as they ventured into online social realms. What
the poorly performing companies shared was that
they merely imported their digital strategies into
social environments by broadcasting commercial
messages or seeking customer feedback. Customers reject such overtures because their main goal on
the platforms is to connect with other people, not
with companies. That behavior isn’t hard to understand. Imagine sitting at a dinner table with friends
when a stranger pulls up a chair and says, “Hey! Can
I sell you something?” You’d probably say no, preferring your friends’ conversation over corporate advances. Many companies have learned that lesson
the hard way.
In contrast, the companies that found significant
returns devised social strategies that help people create or enhance relationships. These work because
they’re consistent with users’ expectations and behavior on social platforms. To return to our dinner
analogy, a company with a social strategy sits at the
table and asks, “May I introduce you to someone or
help you develop better friendships?” That approach
gets a lot more takers. (See the exhibit “Digital Strategy vs. Social Strategy.”)

You Scratch My Back…

To explain successful social strategies, I find it useful to characterize them in a simple statement with
three components that all the strategies share:

Successful social strategies (1) reduce costs or
increase customers’ willingness to pay (2) by helping people establish or strengthen relationships
(3) if they do free work on a company’s behalf.

This definition yields four types of successful
social strategies that firms can pursue (see the table
“Four Ways to Pursue Social Strategies”):
• Reduce costs by helping people meet.
• Increase willingness to pay by helping people
meet.
• Reduce costs by helping people strengthen
relationships.
• Increase willingness to pay by helping people
strengthen relationships.
The work people do on a company’s behalf can include customer acquisition, supplying inputs such
as R&D and web content, and selling the company’s
products or services.
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To see how the strategy of reducing costs by helping people strengthen relationships works, consider
Zynga, a three-year-old company whose free social
games, including FarmVille and CityVille, are on
track to generate $1 billion in revenue in 2011. The
games run inside the Facebook environment and
have attracted more than 250 million users (the
typical player is a middle-aged woman). The Facebook platform allows the games to access the demographic data of players and lists of their “friends,” as
well as to post status updates that those friends can
see. In CityVille, players plant seeds on a virtual plot,
cultivate the land, harvest crops, and sell them to local virtual businesses. They then use the profits to
buy more seeds, build businesses, or expand the city.
The game presents players with obstacles such as
limits on the number of plots or businesses they can
possess. To increase the limit, players can pay with
virtual goods they buy from Zynga—a major source
of the firm’s revenues. Or, to the social-strategy
point, they can enlist friends, via Facebook status
updates or Zynga’s messaging system, to help. And
they can return the favor by sending virtual gifts to
friends and by visiting their plots.
The positive impact that Zynga’s games have on
players’ social lives is clear. According to a survey
done by Information Solutions Group, almost a third
of players reported that the games helped them connect with family and current friends; another third
said games facilitated connections with old friends;
and a third used the games to make new friends. My
interviews with dozens of players revealed how.
Many use the opportunity as an excuse to connect. A
woman with two children told me, “When I am done
with work and kids, I want to reach out to my friends,
but it’s too late to call. So I go to play, and see if I can
help them out with something. They notice it, which
helps us stay connected.” Others consider posting a
game-status update on Facebook as an invitation to
contact them. A younger male player said, “I am not
going to post on Facebook that I had a bad day, but I
might mention something about it, when I post, that
I need something in a game. My friends will see it
and often someone will call or e-mail.”
To obtain these social benefits, people undertake actions that help Zynga. In exchange for an opportunity to reestablish and maintain contact with
friends, players encourage others to join or return
to Zynga’s games. By my estimates, those social
mechanisms slash Zynga’s customer acquisition and
retention costs by half, improving its profitability by
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Idea in Brief
Most companies don’t succeed
in online social platforms.

That’s because they merely
import their digital strategies to these venues. But
commercial messages and
feedback opportunities
are not what customers
primarily seek. They want
to connect with people, not
companies.

Businesses that win in
this arena adopt a social
strategy that (1) reduces
costs or increases customers’ willingness to pay (2) by
helping people establish or
strengthen relationships (3)
if they do free work on the
company’s behalf.

Successful social strategies
have all three components.
They’re built, bit by digital
bit, through helping people
with the social challenges of
connecting and interacting
with friends and strangers.

obtain quality content for free (2) by allowing the
approximately 20 percentage points. Hence, Zynga’s
social strategy (1) reduces its acquisition and reten- best contributors to meet like-minded people (3) if
they write reviews.
tion costs (2) by allowing people to reconnect with
friends (3) if they invite them to return to the game.
The reviewing site Yelp uses a different type
Business and Pleasure
of social strategy: It reduces costs by acquiring its
Because Zynga and Yelp are online startups with inmost valuable content for free by helping people
herently social products, devising their social stratemeet. Advertisers provide Yelp’s revenues, but its
gies is relatively straightforward. But companies in
content—18 million reviews of local establishments
very different sectors are developing social strateso far—is written by an educated cadre of volunteers, gies as well.
called Yelpers, mostly in their twenties and thirties.
Consider eBay’s Group Gifts online application,
The site traffic, about 50 million visitors a month, at- launched in late 2010, which people use to pool
tests to the usefulness of the reviews; it’s the com- funds to buy gifts for their friends. A group organizer
pany’s social strategy that significantly accounts for
logs on to eBay and names a gift recipient, either dithat quality.
rectly or by picking the name from a list of her FaceThe most passionate and prolific Yelpers may be
book friends. eBay then offers a set of general gifts,
invited to join the Elite Squad, a select tier in the Yelp
or the organizer can authorize an eBay application to
community. Squad membership gives them access
access the recipient’s Facebook “about me” profile
to exclusive Yelp-hosted events that range from the
and base a gift recommendation on that. The orgarefined, such as cocktail parties at museums, to the
nizer then selects a gift and issues an invitation to
rowdy, like a Mardi Gras–themed bacchanalia at San
other contributors by posting a request to contribFrancisco’s Bubble Lounge, which attracted hun- ute on her Facebook page. The invitation contains
dreds of revelers in 2009. Such events commonly
a link to the eBay gift page, where contributors can
produce new friendships and other relationships
contribute and write a note to the recipient. When
that continue beyond the confines of Yelp.
the gift price is reached, eBay sends the gift and wellTo maintain these social benefits, Squad mem- wishers’ notes. The social benefits are clear: Group
bers must continue to produce reviews, as the elite
Gifts helps people purchase better-targeted and
status is renewed—or not—every year. My inter- more-expensive gifts than they might otherwise.
views with elite Yelpers indicate that they will con- That not only strengthens relationships with the
tinue to write reviews specifically to maintain their
recipient but also can help enhance relationships
status. The effects for Yelp’s business are substan- among the joint gift givers. As one interviewee said,
tial. My research shows that an average elite Yelper “If it wasn’t for the Facebook update, I would never
will write reviews at a constant rate for nearly two
know about the farewell gift for this guy, and no one
years, whereas otherwise identical nonelite Yelp- asked me to contribute. But I saw this and chipped in,
ers without such social benefits will reduce their
and just yesterday I got a thank-you note.…I think it
contributions after about six months. Therefore, will be easier to stay in touch with him.”
the average elite Yelper will produce about 100
To obtain such social benefits, people must admore reviews than a nonelite; without these elite
vertise Group Gifts to their friends and respond to
contributions, Yelp’s review stream would fall by
their friends’ advertisements. Such friend-to-friend
about 25%. Thus, Yelp’s social strategy (1) helps it
advertising generates dramatic results: A third of
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Digital Strategy vs. Social Strategy
Group Gifts participants sign up for new PayPal accounts, and a third return to eBay within a month to
purchase other items. What’s more, the average price
of Group Gifts goods is five times higher than that of
an average eBay sale. Thus, eBay’s social strategy (1)
increases willingness to pay (2) by allowing people to
strengthen their friendships through gift giving (3) if
they ask their friends to buy from eBay.
Social strategies can also be tailored to address
the challenges of meeting people for professional
purposes. American Express developed such a strategy for its OPEN credit cards, which target small
business owners. Customer churn is a challenge in
the credit card business, so AmEx set about making
OPEN cards stickier. Initially, the company hosted
conferences focused on small business management
for card members and then launched an online platform, called OPEN Forum, to showcase conference
content. The forum site was a hit, attracting more
than a million visitors a month.
Management observed that cardholders were
connecting with one another through the content
and launched a members-only social network called
Connectodex, which allows users to post profiles,
list services they offer and need, and freely connect
for business. More than 15,000 small businesses
have joined the network. Although members could
use other professional networks such as LinkedIn,
they report preferring Connectodex, as small businesses with which they interact are already vetted
by AmEx. A Forrester Research study confirmed
this need when it found that nearly half of owners
of small businesses with more than $100,000 in revenues say they wanted to learn from other owners.
To reap social and networking benefits from Connectodex, small business owners must obtain or
continue holding an AmEx OPEN card. As a result,
the service has effectively reduced customer churn
and increased willingness to pay for the card. At the
same time, platform users’ net promoter scores (a
gauge of their likelihood of recommending the card)
now significantly surpass nonusers’ scores. Thus,
the American Express social strategy (1) increases
willingness to pay (2) by helping professionals to
meet others like them (3) if they maintain their card
membership.

How to Build a Social Strategy

I have observed many companies seek to build social strategies, with vastly different outcomes. Those
that failed in the effort focused on their business
120 Harvard Business Review November 2011

The primary advantage of a social strategy over a purely digital one is in
tapping into how people really want to connect—with other people, not
with a company. A business with a successful social strategy helps people
form and strengthen relationships in ways that also benefit the company.

Digital Strategies

broadcast commercial messages and seek customer
feedback in order to facilitate
marketing and sell goods and
services.

Company
Twitter

Facebook
advertising

Customers

Social Strategies

Company

help people improve existing
relationships or build new
ones if they do free work on
the company’s behalf.

goals and paid less attention to customers’ unmet
social needs. These strategies didn’t effectively help
people with relationships, so they were unwilling
to do jobs for the company. In contrast, companies
with successful strategies first thought through how
to address unmet social needs and then connected
the proposed solutions to business goals. Because
the process of identifying unmet social needs is often hard, I recommend that firms focus on helping
people with four types of social challenges: connecting with strangers, interacting with strangers, reconnecting with friends, and interacting with friends.
Let’s look at how a major credit card company I’ll
call XCard devised and tested a social strategy (the
company requested that its name be disguised). The
CMO assembled an eight-person team that included
members from marketing, product development,
and IT—plus consultants, myself included. The
group ultimately reported directly to the CEO. We
led the team in a structured strategy-development
process in which team members devised at least
one strategy for each of the four types of social challenges that card members may face. In each case,
the goal was to increase card-member spending or
retention, or acquire new customers, in exchange for
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solutions to those challenges. Each of the four social
strategies of course adhered to the core principle:
They reduced costs or increased customers’ willingness to pay by helping people establish or strengthen
relationships if they did free work on the company’s
behalf.
Social challenge A: Reconnecting with acquaintances and friends outside a core group can be
awkward.
Social strategy A: Help people reconnect through
shopping with friends. The team devised a program
that would give cardholders an excuse to reconnect
by inviting others who already had the card or who
had agreed to sign up for one to join them for shopping. Shopping together at the same retailer at the
same time would yield additional reward points.
Social challenge B: People need help interacting
with acquaintances and friends outside a core group.
Social strategy B: Help people interact through
gift giving. The XCard team envisioned a gift program in which, upon request, XCard would examine
another member’s purchases or purchase locations
(only if they had opted into the program) and recommend gifts targeted to their purchase profile. The
program would give members an incentive to use
XCard more in order to build an accurate purchase
history, resulting in well-targeted recommendations
for friends.
Social challenge C: Finding strangers with whom
you have something in common isn’t easy.
Social strategy C: Connect executive women
who have XCard’s high-end charge card. Many of
these customers travel frequently and have few opportunities to socialize with women like themselves.
The team devised invitation-only events at exclusive
hotels in major cities to convene these cardholders
when they traveled.
Social challenge D: People find it uncomfortable
to interact with strangers without first knowing
more about them.
Social strategy D: Help moms with young children learn something about one another. These
customers have an appetite for information about
child care products, but some have difficulty finding trusted advice about them. The team conceived
a branded card that would allow moms to access a
dedicated social platform, search for other cardholding moms who had bought a particular product, and
connect to them. Only moms who made themselves
searchable and continued to make purchases with
the card would be allowed to search.

Theory into Practice

Having identified several potential strategies for
helping people create or improve relationships, the
team evaluated them using three tests.

Social utility test: Will the strategy help customers solve a social challenge they can’t easily address
on their own? This test requires that you focus on

First think
through how
to address
customers’
unmet social
needs; then
connect the
proposed
solutions
to business
goals.

an important—but unmet—social challenge for the
target group. People doing such analyses often assume that if they don’t personally experience a given
social challenge, others don’t either. That is usually
wrong. Social-strategy development requires an unprejudiced look at the target group’s social needs.
The shopping-with-friends, executive-women,
and moms strategies passed the test’s requirement
to address an important, unmet social need. This
evaluation required researching the demand for social solutions in each group—for example, executive
women’s interest in networking opportunities. The
research revealed that although networking groups
are plentiful, invitation-only events for executive
women that capitalize on their heavy travel schedules are not. The team also confirmed that moms
want to find other moms who have bought a specific
product and that no existing tools allowed them to
do so. Similarly, the research revealed a substantial
appetite for shopping with friends. However, the
team found that people would hesitate to use a program that, by making gift recommendations based
on their purchase patterns, in effect revealed their
purchase preferences to others. For that reason, the
team disqualified the gift-giving strategy.

Social solution test: Will the strategy leverage
the firm’s unique resources and provide a differentiated, hard-to-copy social solution? The team realized

that the card’s leadership in an exclusive segment
and its superior rewards program were distinctive.
Those resources conferred a hard-to-replicate advantage for the executive-women strategy and offered a
better-than-alternatives option for that segment.
Likewise, the shop-with-friends strategy continued
to look promising, primarily because it leveraged the
card’s superior rewards program. The moms strategy
didn’t fare as well in this analysis because the firm
lacked the detailed transaction data needed to create a service that competitors couldn’t readily replicate or even outperform. Concerns also surfaced that
large retailers of children’s products, such as Toys
“R” Us or Walmart, could create a more effective platform. The team sought to address this concern, but
ultimately the moms strategy was disqualified.
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Four Ways to Pursue Social Strategies
Here’s how four companies have successfully implemented their
social strategies. Each firm reduces costs or increases customers’ willingness to pay by helping people establish or strengthen
relationships if they do free work on the company’s behalf.

Strategy Impact

Social Impact

Reduce costs

Increase
willingness to pay

Yelp
acquires valuable
content by helping
Establish
people meet if they
Relationships write reviews.

American Express
helps professionals
to meet others
like them if they
maintain their card
membership.

Zynga
helps friends stay in
touch if they recruit
new players and
retain existing ones.

eBay
allows people
to strengthen
friendships through
gift giving if they
ask friends to buy
from eBay.

Strengthen
Relationships

Business value test: Will the social solution
directly lead to improved profitability? This test

requires that the strategy directly lower costs or increase willingness to pay. The executive-women
strategy that had thus far survived stumbled here because of the small size of the target group—only 0.2%
of cardholders. Although reducing defection among
this small but disproportionately profitable segment
could have a measurable bottom-line impact, the
team determined that it was not as large as that offered by the shop-with-friends option.
Before piloting this option, the team checked that
the activities intended to improve relationships were
directly related to jobs that help the company lower
costs or increase willingness to pay. That was true, for
example, in the Zynga and eBay Group Gifts strategies, which allowed people to connect only if they
posted status updates advertising the product. Indeed, the shop-with-friends strategy tightly aligned
social and economic benefits: The social act of inviting a friend to shop is the very act that yields profits,
by generating fees if the friend becomes a new card
member, makes a purchase with the card, or both.
Because each new customer recruited, for free, by a
card member roughly halves customer-acquisition
costs, the team calculated that the strategy had great
economic potential. As this strategy performed best
on all three tests, the team chose it as the one to pilot.
122 Harvard Business Review November 2011

The Pilot Takes Off

By e-mail, XCard invited 10,000 customers in
one metropolitan area to receive a pilot Facebook
shop-with-friends application. Almost 45% of recipients checked out the application; half of that
subgroup signed up. Signatories were required to
enter their credit card number for validation and
then were asked to pick a time to go shopping with
friends. Subsequently, they were prompted to post
a Facebook status update announcing when they
would like to shop and informing others that all involved would receive additional XCard rewards for
coshopping.
When friends clicked on the update, they were returned to the application, where they could sign up
for an XCard or register their existing card and confirm their attendance. During the two-month pilot, a
fifth of those who had signed up posted a status update, of whom three-quarters received at least one
response (some received as many as six responses).
A third of those who responded became new cardholders, and 75% of invitations to shop together resulted in purchases.
Pleased with the results, the CEO and CMO greenlighted the social strategy for a full rollout in 2012.
With changing corporate priorities and increased
focus on the exclusive cards, the executive team
also asked the group to pilot the executive-women
strategy. Most important, the company established
a permanent social-strategy unit that reports to the
CMO and is tasked with developing and testing new
social strategies.
As most businesses are accustomed to helping
people meet their economic rather than their social
needs, creating social strategies will require fundamental changes in the way companies approach
strategy development. As social platforms become
even more central to consumers’ lives, companies
that don’t figure out how to appropriate their value
and create true social strategies will find it harder
and harder to compete with those that do. Starting
this process soon, even in small steps, is both a critical defensive and offensive move. 
HBR Reprint R1111H
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Abstract Marketing is evolving into true participatory conversations. Once-tidy,
controlled marketing communications with distinct, identifiable corporate spokespeople are giving way to a messy tangle of market-based communications consisting of
multiple authors including customers, competitors, observers, employees, and interested collectives. Amidst this, we find consumer-generated content (CGC) that is
predominantly antithetical to previous studies, which assumed CGC to be inspired by
personal brand attachment and/or the desire to see discrete-authored CGC disseminated, or even motivated by monetary reward. Authorship of collaborativelyproduced CGC is virtually untraceable, unknown, and monetarily uncompensated.
The true reward is the process, and the outcome is not reliant on technical prowess
but rather semiotic manipulation, narrative manipulation, and complex brand character development. Consumers–—especially those who are members of active consumer collectives–—are skillful, proficient, and prolific in the creation of CGC, with
high resonance among very engaged consumers. We advocate harnessing collaborative CGC efforts toward long-term marketing objectives, and offer a brief tutorial.
# 2011 Kelley School of Business, Indiana University. All rights reserved.

1. The changing landscape of
marketing communications
From the onset of coordinated business practices
through the mid-1990s, marketing communications
was predominantly a hierarchical, one-way communication system (Hoffman & Novak, 1996)
whereby companies imparted carefully-crafted
and persuasive messages to the marketplace.
Consumers were limited in their communicative

E-mail address: amuniz@depaul.edu

reciprocity, conveying their acceptance or rejection
of marketing messages through marketplace transactions, or sales (Berthon et al., 2008). Increasingly,
marketing is evolving into true participatory conversations, including two-way, many-to-many, multimodal communications. Indeed, the once-tidy,
controlled arena of marketing communications
with discrete, identifiable corporate spokespeople
has given way to a messy tangle of market-based
communications consisting of multiple authors
(Mangold & Faulds, 2009) including customers, competitors, observers, employees, and interested collectives.
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The impetus behind this change, and the context
in which these conversations are taking place, is
global telecommunications: the Internet. These
market-driven, brand and product related conversations are happening within brand-based sites (e.g.,
Harley-Davidson Forums, Threadless), special interest forums and blogs (e.g., NorthAmericanMotoring,
GPS Review Forums), fan sites (e.g., Twilight, Glee,
Dexter), social networking sites (e.g., Facebook,
Twitter), online role playing games with embedded
consumption and real-cash marketplaces (e.g., Second Life, Entropia Universe), customer reviews (e.g.,
Amazon, Epinions), mock markets (e.g., Hollywood
Stock Exchange), and video mash-ups (e.g., YouTube). Unmoored from the calculated, coordinated,
and pristine corporate-driven communications,
these sometimes riotous market-oriented conversations create, recreate, and disseminate multivocal marketing messages and meanings (Berthon,
Holbrook, Hulbert, & Pitt, 2007).

2. Consumer-generated content
within consumer collectives
Brand communities are the site of a variety of valuecreating activities (Schau, Muñiz, & Arnould, 2009).
Many studies have demonstrated that members of
brand communities are capable of extensive creation of brand content (Brown, Kozinets, & Sherry,
2003; Muñiz & Schau, 2007; Schau & Muñiz, 2006).
Indeed, the ascendancy of communally-embedded,
empowered consumers is now a marketplace reality
(Flight, 2005; Ives, 2004; Morrissey, 2005). Such
customer evangelism goes by many names, including
‘creative consumers’ (Berthon, Pitt, McCarthy, &
Kates, 2006; Kozinets, Hemetsberger, & Schau,
2008), ‘homebrew ads’ (Kahney, 2004), ‘folk ads’
(O’Guinn, 2003), ‘open source’ branding (Garfield,
2005), and ‘vigilante marketing’ (Ives, 2004; Muñiz
& Schau, 2007). While several marketers have
begun to actively solicit consumer-generated
content (CGC) for occasional, ad hoc use in advertising campaigns (e.g., Doritos Super Bowl ads),
few have:

 Systematically employed consumer-created content in their long-term marketing campaigns;

 Considered the role of the firm in facilitating
prolonged CGC endeavors; or

 Actively encouraged collaborative CGC.
The main reason for firms’ reluctance to pursue
long-term, collaborative CGC is that it requires
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relinquishing considerable control of brand messages and brand meanings. Part of the problem
centers on corporate uncertainty concerning the
professionalism of the resulting consumer-driven
advertising. Indeed, little work has examined:

 How successful consumers can be in their advertising creation endeavors;

 How capable consumers are of creating content
that resembles—in form, function, and intent—
advertising;

 Whether CGC gains new persuasive traction simply by being consumer-created; or

 If the ideals of brand content shift with the emergence of consumer-generated brand content.1
This leaves a lingering, critical question: Can CGC be
successfully integrated into larger firm objectives,
where brand content is harmoniously coproduced, as recommended by proponents of the
new service-dominant logic (Vargo & Lusch, 2004)?
The research on CGC thus far has focused primarily
on consumers with advanced technical skills who
work independently or with a discrete set of known
partners on a single CGC project for which they most
often get explicit credit and even monetary rewards. A group of five consumers creating an ad
to enter an official CGC-soliciting competition
would be an example of this. Currently missing
are studies that examine the growing phenomenon
of prolonged collaborative CGC among relatively
unknown partners whereby the creative impetus
lies in complex and nuanced narrative and semiotic
analysis, rather than technological mastery.
Much CGC is produced within the confines of a
collective devoted to a particular brand. These
activities are often quite extensive and affect
every aspect of the brand experience. We have
each, collectively and individually, been studying
consumers and their consumption communities
for nearly 20 years. We have explored consumption
communities in a variety of product and service
categories, including cars, computers, software,
electronics, science fiction, musical acts, cosmeceuticals, beverages, office supplies, and toys.
Our methods have included observation, participant observation, depth-interviews, and other
ethnographic methods. We have spoken with
hundreds of members of brand communities and

1
Notable exceptions include Muniz and Schau (2007), and
Berthon et al. (2008).
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have followed several of these communities for
more than a decade.
Our data demonstrate effective CGC that is collaboratively created among a loose set of authors,
who may not be known to one another and who may
never be credited, and then disseminated and distilled within strong consumer-controlled collectives. These collaboratively-created CGCs are
predominantly antithetical to previous studies
where CGC is assumed to be inspired by personal
brand attachment and/or the desire to see discreteauthored CGC disseminated (Nuttavuthisit, 2010), or
even motivated by monetary reward. Authorship of
collaboratively-produced CGC is virtually untraceable, unknown, and monetarily uncompensated—
much like Wikipedia. The true reward is the process
and the outcome is not reliant on technical prowess
but rather semiotic manipulation, narrative manipulation, and complex brand character development.
Like previous studies (Muñiz & Schau, 2007; Schau
et al., 2009), we find consumers quite adept at
appropriating and mimicking the styles, tropes, logic,
and grammar of marketing communications. More
significantly, these collaborative CGC creators demonstrate a sophisticated mastery of advanced rhetorical techniques. For example, consumers engaging
in vigilante marketing (Muñiz & Schau, 2007)
have been shown to have mastery of intertextuality
(O’Donohoe, 1997), utilizing the permeable boundFigure 1.

Lucky 13 CGC facilitation checklist
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aries between marketing communications and other
socio-cultural texts via appropriation to invest brands
with the meanings they seek. They further demonstrate mastery of polysemy (Kates & Goh, 2003;
Ritson & Elliott, 1999), creating artifacts with intentionally different meanings for different groups. In
short, the consumer—when acting collectively—is
quite capable of becoming the marketer.

3. Creating and nurturing
collaborative CGC
Our research suggests that value-creating activities
occur with remarkable consistency in brand communities and consumer collectives in a variety of
product and service categories. They tend to develop even in the absence of marketer efforts to
produce or control them. That’s the bad news—
and it’s not really that bad. The good news is that
there is much the marketer can do to encourage and
cultivate these activities to create and harness
value. While the promise of absolute control is
illusory, skillful marketer involvement makes favorable outcomes far more likely. We will now highlight
some ideas regarding what marketers can do to
foster consumer value creation, specifically collaborative CGC, in brand communities and other consumption-oriented collectives (Figure 1).
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3.1. My place or yours? Create a gathering
place
The first thing to do is create an environment where
your fans can congregate. You can’t have a community without a place to commune and interact. You
want a place where users feel comfortable interacting, empathizing, and sharing their experiences
and ideas. Sometimes this is pretty easy; your users
might be congregating, interacting, and creating
already in a user-created community site. If your
users have such a place to interact, maybe you’ll
just want to get involved. You can try to entice them
to move to an official community site, but they’ll
need lots of good reasons to do so. What will your
community site offer that theirs doesn’t currently
have? It should have at least as much freedom as
they have now, including freedom to criticize the
brand. Don’t worry about it becoming a place where
the worst kinds of people (like those who don’t like
your brand) hang out, doing the worst kinds of things
(like saying bad things about your brand). Community rules and norms—which we discuss later—can be
established and should go a long way toward creating a civilized, value-added space for consumers
to congregate and engage. Critical words will be
spoken—or, more often, typed—but their invocation
won’t be modal. More significantly, when they are
uttered, critical words will likely reveal something
the marketer would like to know about.
When no organically-derived, consumer, or third
party initiates a communal space to discuss your
product category or your brand, things get a bit
tricky. You might have to create a forum for your
users and then attract them to participate. You’ll
have to sacrifice some control to do it right because
too rigid an administration can turn users off and
even erode your brand image, as consumers ponder
how and why the firm silences certain conversational threads/topics or certain users.
In the Twilight brand community—a consumer
collective devoted to a series of books and the films
based on them—the producer actively encourages
consumer engagement with the brand content in
organic consumer spaces devoted to the brand,
third party resources to discuss young adult fiction
and vampire romance genres, and the creation and
maintenance of a brand-oriented space for consumers to congregate and discuss the brand. In essence,
Twilight supports different types of consumer collectives, adopting a ‘my place, your place, and their
place’ strategy.
Likewise, the consumer collective devoted to
Garmin—a GPS device—manifests on the brand site,
on a third party product category site for all GPS
devices, and on interlocking blogs (i.e., webrings).
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In contrast, the Sharpie—a permanent marker—
brand community now gathers on the official brand
community site (sharpieuncapped.com), as well as a
collection of user-created sites (PR Newswire, 2010;
Quinton, 2009).
Regardless of your corporate strategy, the best
advice calls for fanning the flames of consumer
engagement by offering or supporting a gathering
location. Make it easy for your consumers to find
each other, and put out the proverbial milk and
cookies to make them feel welcome and at home.

3.2. Share the brand: Encourage
consumers to collaboratively create the
brand meaning
Both Jones Soda and Mozilla Firefox recognize the
potential of collaborative CGC and actively leverage
their loyal, evangelical users to create artifacts that
are woven into the fabric of their strategy for the
brand. Jones Soda relies heavily upon its community
of loyal users for the creation of branding content.
From product innovations (e.g., flavors) to packaging (e.g., labels, cap quotes), promotions (e.g.,
stickers, Web content, price points), and advertising, Jones Soda gives its 12 to 24 year-old target
consumers considerable input into the brand’s attributes and personality (Underwood, 2005). In
fact, it would appear that Jones Soda’s biggest
problems have stemmed from a divergence from
the community and its ethos. Losing touch can be
catastrophic.
Similarly, Firefox users are explicitly invited to
congregate and are encouraged to collaborate with
one another to promote the brand. In this case, like
other open source movements such as Ubuntu, Firefox reminds its users that the value of Firefox
depends on a large user base. In essence, the firm
actively links collaborative use and market discussion with the value of the brand, and collective
usability increases through adding more users to
the fold. This encourages current users to develop
their own brand meaning, defining the most salient
attributes of the product for themselves. Visit
www.firefoxflicks to witness this phenomenon.
At the center of the Twilight phenomenon is the
author’s clever use of consumers’ desire to close
narrative loops and the inability to achieve this
closure. These Twilight vampires are immortal,
but suspended in adolescence and perpetually coming of age. This means their conflicts cannot be
entirely resolved. Fans universally find the vampires
and werewolves sympathetic, and their efforts to
exist without harming humans to be noble. The
vampire quest for legitimacy and acceptance, and
the werewolf desire to peacefully co-exist within
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human society, is intriguing; fan discourse readily
compares these to race, ethnicity, and class struggles in contemporary society. Twilight is a platform
for fans to engage in these larger social issues.
Collaboratively-created CGC employs direct references to larger macro-social plights such as the Civil
Rights Movement in the U.S. and abroad, U.S. and
global feminist issues, and peace activism. These
macro issues play out against the backdrop of a
popular melodramatic media brand with full approval of the producer.

the brand ‘good news’ and inspire others to join the
flock. Mozilla’s Firefox relies entirely upon users for
innovations, modifications, and promotion. Firefox
users are encouraged to be evangelical and to
get users of other browsers to switch to Firefox. As
part of these efforts, consumers are encouraged to
collaboratively create short television-commerciallength videos and branded collateral material (e.g.,
Firefox pencils, t-shirts, other paraphernalia), and
distribute them among current users and potential
converts.

3.3. Structure matters: Provide
parameters that encourage and enable
collaboration

3.5. I’m OK, You’re OK: Provide justifying
norms

If you want to encourage a lot of user participation,
you will need to set up some kind of governing
architecture. Members will need to know the behavioral expectations in the community. Threadless
provides a nice example; it is, at once, a community
that is a brand and a brand that is a community
(Chafkin, 2008). Using simple prompts regarding
appropriate language and color use, Threadless invites consumers to create t-shirt designs. Devising a
clear rating system, Threadless inspires consumers
to vote for their favorite designs. Providing easy and
intuitive Web navigation, Threadless encourages
members to blog about the designs and designers,
and to post and share pictures related to Threadless
merchandise and Threadless-inspired art (cake
decorating, quilts, etc.). Ultimately, through shopping cart and payment systems, Threadless allows
interested parties to buy the consumer-designed
t-shirts.
Companies that utilize Facebook pages, as well as
consumer-created Facebook fan sites, are embedded in a specific governing architecture. The Facebook architecture is primarily a constructive space,
where the default participation is positively valanced. ‘Like’ buttons appear on all status updates,
photos, friend and fan page additions, and wall
posts; ‘dislike’ or ‘hate’ buttons are nonexistent.
Within this architecture, the consumer has clear
participation guidelines; to express negative sentiments is much more difficult.

3.4. Set up the soapboxes: Create
evangelizing opportunities
One of the chief things members want to be able to
do is attract other people to the fold; indeed, this is
one of the most robust tendencies encountered in
brand community research (Muñiz & O’Guinn, 2001).
It also explains why so many brand devotees create
their own ads for the brand. Members want to share

Brand community members devote a lot of effort to
activities that serve to reinforce their engagement
with the brand and the community. Much like devotees of any hobby or pastime, members of brand
communities like to justify their devotion to those
outside the fold: those who ‘just don’t get it.’ Thus,
members develop and share rationales for the time
and effort they devote to the brand. These may
include jokes about obsessive-compulsive branddirected behavior and self-deprecating terms making light of their devotion.
Lomo and Holga are so-called toy cameras which
have a devoted consumer base that reveres the
cameras for their idiosyncratic lens effects. Fans
have developed some very convincing explanations
as to why photography efforts with toy cameras
deserve respect and legitimacy as an artistic pursuit. Such explanations range from allowing for
serendipitous and unintended effects, to countering
the dominance of perfect—and, therefore, sterile—
images with the ascendancy of digital cameras.
These explanations pass from user to user and provide fodder for new users when they feel the need to
explain their devotion. Explanations like this serve
as a legitimizing function, making it easier for users
to create. A quick perusal of the creations by users
on lomography.com will reveal the extent of the
creativity that can be unleashed.
For Vespa, a motor-powered scooter with a long
brand history deeply rooted in popular culture,
consumer collectives have been part of the marketing strategy since its inception in 1946. Historically,
Vespa appealed to the luxury hipness of the stylish
motorized scooter, depicting romantic scenarios like
a bride and groom and members of the wedding
party departing the ceremony on their Vespas.
Vespa also famously featured iconic movie stars,
such as Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck in Roman
Holiday, on Vespas. Later, Vespa became integral to
the ‘mod’ or ‘ska’ music scene when it was appropriated by Doc Marten-wearing hipster musicians in
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videos and album shoots. These stylish and stylized
uses of the Vespa brand gave consumers reason to
use the brand and engage in consumption collectives. Throughout its brand history, Vespa sponsored
consumption collectives and group rides. Now,
Vespa offers consumers clear environmental rationales for product devotion, including reduction of the
carbon footprint while retaining the edgy coolness
of luxury items. Vespa also actively supports causes,
like fighting breast cancer, as a means to further
legitimize consumer engagement with this sociallyconscious brand. The updated Vespa events still
center on collective rides, but they also focus on
creating and building awareness for social causes
and highlighting the eco-friendly attributes of
commuting via Vespa—even while encouraging joy
riding.

3.6. Different is good: Encourage
members to stake their domains
Members are going to vary in their levels and types
of devotion and engagement; this is natural and to
be expected. These variances can be used to the
firm’s advantage, as they offer members a chance to
distinguish themselves. Members look for ways to
differentiate themselves regarding their knowledge
and effort levels, the specific brand content that
inspires their devotion, and the modes of engagement that members opt to pursue. Activities like
this serve to mark intra-group distinction and
similarity; thus, they are powerful motivators.
The consumers also demonstrate a grasp of the
importance of oppositional brand loyalty (Muñiz &
O’Guinn, 2001), crafting advertising-like objects
that play up intra-brand rivalries.
Additionally, as with many groups, as the community persists over time, factions start to form.
Members seek to delineate their domain of participation. For example, among Lomography enthusiasts, there are factions devoted to architectural
photography, abstract photography, and human
subject photography. Such divisions are natural
and are likely unavoidable. Still, the marketer
should endeavor to ensure that the overriding
sense of commonality persists. It can be a tricky
balance.
In the Twilight brand community, we find the
strategic use of open text branding to invite collective action, the deliberate encouragement of vigilante marketing to promote the brand, and the
interplay of contrived heterogeneity within
the brand community—Team Edward versus Team
Jacob, two competing consumer subsets within the
larger collective—as an impetus for prolonged brand
community engagement and collaborative CGC.
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3.7. Making mountains out of milestones:
Embed celebratory occasions
Many brands with devoted followings offer their
users a series of seminal events. For example, a
Garmin user might note the first cross-country trip
they took with the device. Saab and Jeep drivers like
to commemorate iconic odometer readings, such as
when the car reached 100,000 or 250,000 miles. A
select few celebrate when the odometer rolls over
to reach 1 million miles (Barrett, 2006). For Saab,
collaborative CGC crops up and is disseminated by
consumption collectives that tout these milestones,
educating consumers as to their special relationship
to Saab and which levels and modes of engagement
warrant accolades from the wider collective.
An astute marketer, perhaps working with a clever and attentive consumer researcher, could easily
identify common milestones in a brand community.
These might be obvious, or they might be things that
grew out of community and took on special significance. A little encouragement and dissemination of
these events could legitimize them and make them
important for a larger portion of users.
Vespa provides its community with milestones
that are predominantly participation- and collective
ride-based. Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers fans
have milestone concerts, milestone lengths of engagement (e.g., 30-year fans), and interactions with
the band. Garmin consumers have milestones which
revolve around first-use scenarios—for instance,
road tripping or geocaching: a game similar to a
scavenger hunt, utilizing GPS to locate ‘hidden
treasures’—and new map updates. In all cases,
the firm and its consumers educate new participants
regarding appropriate uses and important use scenarios. This education often takes the form of collaborative CGC, whereby consumers share their
milestone celebrations and reveal the manner in
which these celebrations can be enacted.

3.8. Badges? Maybe we do need stinkin’
badges
Most devoted brand enthusiasts like tangible reminders of their experiences, particularly the milestones. Many enthusiasts create symbols via a
practice called ‘badging.’ These may be virtual
badges, in the form of an image on a Facebook page
or in an email signature line; or physical badges, in
the form of a decal, sticker, or medallion glued to
the hood of a car. Thus, a Mini Cooper driver might
create a new hood ornament to replace the
one originally installed on the car. This new, custom
badge might commemorate their having driven
The Dragon—an 11 mile stretch of highway with
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382 curves (!) in the mountains of North Carolina—or
having attended a national rally. This is an easy
practice for a marketer to facilitate and encourage.
Give consumers the ability to create an official,
custom badge that commemorates a brand-specific
milestone.
Musical acts like Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers use t-shirts as badges of concert experiences. These t-shirt badges are frequent
collaborative CGC fodder. Similarly, Vespa offers
t-shirts and stickers that commemorate collective
rides. Vespa badges frequently appear in collaborative CGC efforts to teach consumers about important-use occasions. Likewise, Twilight offers
badges based on brand engagement, such as length
of fanhood and depth of fanhood in terms of modes
of engagement. The most sophisticated system of
badges in our repertoire of consumer collectives is
probably Threadless. The Threadless community
has an extensive array of badges for all kinds of
engagement types (e.g., designing, voting, blogging, pilgrimages to the Chicago store, modeling
merchandise) and depth of engagement (number of
designs, votes, pilgrimages). Within Threadless,
collaborative communications educate consumers
on the array of badges offered and how to achieve
them.
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easier. Toyota is currently employing this tactic by
highlighting real-life family stories of brand use:
how many Toyotas a family owns, and when;
who used them; the ownership/use trajectory.
The company’s strategy seems to be centered
around winning consumer trust back through
authentic brand use stories. These can be highly
persuasive, powerful tools in the marketing communications arsenal.

3.10. I do it my way: Allow for brand/
product customizing
Brand devotees are never short of ideas regarding
ways the product could be improved. Many times,
these improvements focus on customization. Users
want the product brand tailored to their particular
preferences and circumstances. Typically, this
involves modifying the brand to suit group-level or
individual needs. It includes all efforts to change the
factory specs of a product to enhance performance,
and fan fiction/fan art in the case of intangible products. It also encompasses all consumer-generated
advertising. Such creations are an attempt to customize the brand itself.

3.11. Cleanliness is next to godliness:
Solicit and distribute grooming tips

3.9. For the record: Document everything
Most people like a good story, and members of brand
communities are no exception. Within these communities, participants enjoy detailing the brand
experience in a narrative way. Such narratives are
often anchored by and peppered with milestones. In
other instances, members detail every step in customization or creation processes. Accounts like
these make it easy for other users to do the same
things. A Mini driver might painstakingly detail his
efforts to install front control arm bushings, for
instance, or an Apple fan might explain her editing
technique for an iPod tribute video which other
consumers modify by adding their own stories. In
fact, there has been an explosion in collaborative
brand narratives including Twilight, Vespa, Chi (hair
appliances), Firefox, Apple Newton, and others.
These stories are collaborative, as they are passed
along with people adding onto them as they evolve.
They are widely distributed within the consumer
collective to inspire breadth and depth of consumer
engagement.
A smart marketer would encourage the tendency
to document and share, even if it means relinquishing some control of the brand conversation. Templates could be provided to encourage more users to
document their experiences and make the sharing

Members of brand communities typically develop
their own product care and ‘grooming’ procedures.
Sometimes they develop specific combinations of
cleaning and polishing substances, in effort to
create an alchemic solution that far exceeds the
manufacturer’s recommendations. For example,
Mini Cooper drivers have been known to concoct
a variety of cleaning products, varying their
combinations—as well as the order and frequency
of application—to maximize the shine and appearance of their vehicles; proffered recommendations
can become quite detailed and involved. Those
that receive community support can become
normative solutions.
Within the Strivectin—a cosmeceutical which alleges wrinkle reduction—brand community, users
discuss and vlog (i.e., video blog) how to care for
the product: it should be refrigerated, and the
cream should be kept sterile via use of disposable
applicators to prevent fingertip contamination.
Consumers eagerly tell one another usage tricks,
and how to keep the product in tip-top shape for
maximum effectiveness.
The Chi hair appliance brand is doing this with
collaborative CGC related to keeping flat irons
clean; it has been advised that the irons be wiped
down with hydrogen peroxide and stored in cases.
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Both practices ensure that no residual residue
remains on the irons to damage hair. In this
way consumers collaborate to locate the most
salient attributes, the best way to use the product,
and step by step instructions for users new to
the fold.

3.12. Brother can I make a dime?
Encourage commoditization
Brand communities strive for a tricky and elusive
balance between the communal and the marketplace. They alternately seek to distance themselves
from the marketplace, and approach it. To do so,
they engage in valenced behaviors regarding the
marketplace. These may be directed at other members (e.g., you should sell that/you should give that
away for free) and these may be directed at the firm
through explicit link or through presumed monitoring of the site (e.g., you should fix this/do this/
change this). Consider Garmin brand community
members, who find the product’s ‘face’ to be overly
vulnerable to scratches. Users collaborated regarding what could be done to remedy the problem. The
first suggestion was to buy a case; however, this
result was communicated as suboptimal. The second
suggestion, which gathered considerably more traction within the community, was to have some members create ‘snugglies’ for the Garmin’s face. The
collaborative CGC focused on clarifying the need to
protect the Garmin’s face, as well as the inadequacy
of store-bought accessories. It educated consumers
as to the product’s important attributes, milestones, badges, and how much community members
should—and even could—charge for consumer product accessories and extensions.
Practices such as these don’t need to operate in
isolation; indeed, they frequently operate in concert to achieve powerful effects. For example,
community engagement is heightened when the
marking of milestones is combined with badging
and documenting. Similarly, brand usage is enhanced when a user grooms the brand, customizes
the brand, and documents or commoditizes the
techniques for use by other members. Again, an
astute marketer working with a diligent consumer
researcher could identify and leverage the
best opportunities for coordinating community
practices.

3.13. Study, study, study!
All such communities need to be studied, fairly
extensively, before any of these actions can be
taken. Just as every city and neighborhood has its
own particularities and idiosyncrasies, each brand
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community is different. Sometimes these differences stem from the brand (e.g., Apple); sometimes
they stem from the product category (e.g., Lomo
and Holga); sometimes they stem from the types of
people who have embraced the brand (e.g., Pabst
Blue Ribbon being embraced by bicycle messengers
in the Northwest). Thus, each community will have
its own priorities, values, symbols, and rules. A little
data can go a long way toward identifying opportunities for marketer intervention and involvement.
Ethnographic examination is a must. You need to do
this before you become involved so as to minimize
the risk of doing something incredibly stupid.
Our research suggests that if firms give consumers
the opportunity to construct brand communities and
the freedom to modify their products, they will.
Consumers, acting alone and in communities, are
creating significant value. Companies that want to
encourage CGC should foster a variety of valuecreating activities. Marketers should consider seeding a range of practices. Examination of a brand
community might reveal only a few of the activities
we discussed here. A marketer could easily sponsor
contests and events to encourage a wider array of
CGC activities.

4. Harness the power of collaborative
CGC
It is clear from the examples provided that consumers can mimic the conventions of advertising, and
produce consumer-generated ads comparable to
those turned out by professionals. Owing to cheaper
desktop audio, video, and animation software, consumers can easily create promotional content that
rivals that which is produced professionally. Moreover, via the Internet, such creations can be quickly
and inexpensively shared with a multitude of others.
Consumers—especially those who are members of
brand communities and active consumer collectives—
are more than able to be skillful, proficient, and
prolific in the creation of vigilante advertising content, even when collaborating with relatively unknown others for no compensation or distinct
credit. Collaborative CGC is valuable, as it is a multivocal marketing communication with resonance to
and among other highly-engaged consumers who
participate in consumer collectives. Likewise, we
show that some firms successfully outsource brand
content and persuasive marketing communications
to their consumers. We advocate harnessing collaborative CGC efforts toward long-term marketing objectives. There is no reason to doubt that the practice
of utilizing consumers as both operant and operand
resources in this way will spread and evolve, with
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potentially revolutionary implications for marketing
communication theory and practice.
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